SNAPSHOT REVIEW TWO WORLD BANK COVID-19 HEALTH SUPPORT PROGRAMS IN EGYPT

Based on implementation status and information available till August 27th 2021
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Abstract

The study aims to provide a snapshot review of status of implementation of two World Bank COVID-19 loans, the first as part of the “Transforming Egypt’s Healthcare System” project, under its contingent emergency response component (CERC), and the second is the “COVID-19 Emergency Response” loan which is part of a world series of fast-track loans granted by the World Bank to help countries combat the pandemic. The study focuses on the latter project significantly more than the former, as the former lacks information beyond the initial press release. The study relied on a methodical comparative approach, grievance trials and evaluation, a desk review aided by cross-referenced media monitoring, and an initial contextual study. The study found that Egypt was comparatively behind other countries that received similar loans world-wide. Recommendations include intensifying the information sharing process with civil society as per the SEP.

Study questions

The COVID-19 pandemic arrived in Egypt during the emergence of a newly ratified law on health insurance.

In its quest to support the Egyptian government in its health sector response to COVID-19, the World Bank activated the Contingency Emergency Response Component of its Transforming Egypt’s Healthcare System project that was approved in 2018, with $7.2 million to fund emergency response activities related to COVID-19.1 A month later, in May 2020, the Bank also approved $50m for Egypt’s COVID-19 response2.

Understanding how these programs are progressing, the effects of these programs, the repercussions on the health and wellbeing of their target stakeholders and drawing lessons from these stories will help in ensuring an accountable implementation of the programs and identifying future challenges, opportunities, and pitfalls to avoid during the realization of the health insurance law that promises a comprehensive health insurance coverage to all Egyptians and as the COVID-19 pandemic progresses.

This study therefore aims at addressing the following questions regarding these two World Bank support programs:


Regarding Data Availability:

1) What is the information made available to civil society regarding the interventions planned in these 2 World Bank health support programs?

2) What are the implemented interventions?

Regarding Stakeholder Engagement Plans/Mechanisms

1) What are stakeholder engagement mechanisms?

2) Are stakeholders meaningfully engaged in World Bank’s projects?

3) How does the World Bank ensure that the Egyptian Health Ministry engages with the stakeholders?

4) What steps does the World Bank usually take to ensure the engagement of the stakeholders in any project before approving it? Are the World Bank’ staff working on these two projects aware of those steps? To what extent did the staff apply those steps? How well are those steps documented?

5) What is the World Bank’s role in identifying stakeholders?

6) What stakeholders’ engagement activities took place after The World Bank had approved the project?

Regarding the Grievance Redress Mechanisms (GRM)

A. GRM in project preparation:

1. Does the World Bank use GRMs in its projects in Egypt?

2. How does this happen in relation to the country’s GRMs?

B. GRM in project implementation

1. Are GRMs used in practice? Why or why not?

2. Does the World Bank systematically review and evaluate the GRMs’ reports and evaluate its effectiveness?
Methodology

The programs’ review was designed to be based on the following:

A. A desk review of data available on the 2 world bank support programs:

In assessing stakeholders’ engagement, the status of the project in terms of implementation, external and internal grievance redress mechanisms (GRMs), and access to information, the researchers relied on publicly disclosed documentation. The assessments conducted through a desk review helped with identifying the key gaps in information available to the public. However, it could not be relied on as a comprehensive means for holistic review. Hence, the importance of the contextual backdrop of the study, as it relied on media monitoring as a cross-referencing method to assess the extent to which the information available could be validated.

B. Solicitation of additional information, assessment of data accessibility and transparency

Upon the identification of the gaps within the information publicly available, the researchers attempted to directly contact the World Bank country office with specific questions regarding the gaps in information. The purpose behind this was to assess whether information not made publicly available, was accessible upon deliberate request.

C. Practical trials related to the Grievances Redress Mechanisms (GRMs)

With regards to the GRMs, an assessment of the previous World Bank GRM systems was carried out, coupled with the review of the stated GRM for these projects in the Stakeholder Engagement Plan (SEP). The specified GRM was tested out by carrying out a grievance trial and assessing the response (or lack thereof) and the process that follows it. Since no information was made available on the specific locations where the projects were implemented, the review covers the general process of the unified GRM system operated by the government and, on which the World Bank is resorting for its GRM process.

If the collected information was deemed insufficient:

D. A comparative analysis including other World Bank supported COVID-19 programs in comparable countries.

The comparative approach included the methodological rigor that aimed to produce an assessment of the status of the World Bank COVID-19 Egyptian project in tangent with the various loans of the same nature. In order to carry out this comparative analysis in a valid manner, a set of criteria were developed that aimed to hold some variables constant, so that they hold a plausible comparative weight in analysis. The analysis started with a MENA regional analysis, which held the most importance, as most of the countries in the region are more likely to hold similar socio-economic, cultural, and political conditions. The criteria selected for comparative analysis were the following:

1. The loan had to be a COVID-19 response in the health sector
2. The loan had to have an active status.

3. Countries outside the MENA region must be in the “lower middle income” bracket.

4. The loan had to have an approval date that preceded or succeeded the Egyptian loan approval date by two months.

This meant that some COVID-19 loans aimed at combating the negative effects of the pandemic on social welfare were excluded from the analysis. Countries that had funding similar to the activation of the contingent emergency response component (CERC) of the “Transforming Egypt’s Healthcare System” project were also excluded. This was because those did not have sufficient information available regarding the implementation of these components. The first two conditions guaranteed the contextual comparative weight. Whilst the third condition derived its importance from the fact that a wide variance in the approval dates of loans meant comparing loans in different stages of the loan life cycle; potentially yielding an inaccurate/invalid analysis.

Information used in the data set was all extracted from the World Bank website for each project.

Most of these factors were important in establishing foundational comparative grounds for analysis. However, the two factors utilized for the comparative analysis, mainly through visual representation through bar graphs, were a) the amount disbursed is represented as a percentage of the commitment amount (as the commitment amounts granted to countries vary based on population size), and b) the progress in the Project Development Objective (PDO) indicators, which are the outlined measurable end targets for each project. These two were selected for the purpose of examining the progress of the Egyptian loan in relation to other loans. The analysis took into account other factors that were included in the raw data table, but not the chart.

A third factor was examined and that was “access to information”, this was assessed through the criterion of document availability. The two documents selected were procurement plans and implementation and status results report. The former as it allows us access to fund utilization and the latter for its self-explanatory label.

If the collected information was deemed sufficient for field impact evaluation:

E. Field community assessments and interviews regarding the implemented interventions (based on the collected data) with key stakeholders. In practice however, the collected information was highly insufficient to be able to verify the status of implementation of the interventions on target populations or beneficiaries.

Limitations and Challenges

Due to the absolute lack of needed information, components of the methodology involving field reviews or stakeholders consultations were excluded. Beneficiary consultations are important pillars in health-oriented research, especially when it is patient / stakeholder oriented. Therefore,
the methodologies adopted aimed to abide by the methodological rigor and embody the spirit of patient centered research in answering the study questions.

Limitations and challenges pervaded this research from the outset, due to the unavailability of information. There is practically no literature on this topic and the information provided by the world bank was most limited, non-specific and outdated. The unavailability of information left the researchers unable to map different on ground efforts/implementation of the World Bank project or to even verify any of the data provided. Compounded by the dilution caused by multilateral COVID-19 response funding, it becomes impossible (see Appendix A).

Upon request for these basic yet absent information from the World Bank country office, no additional information was provided. As explained in the study’s findings, the delayed response to request for information only referenced the documents available on the website. When contacted again, with the response that this information was not available, no response was received. This was fruitful in highlighting inefficiencies of the “Access to Information Policy”.

Furthermore, after communication of an earlier draft of this document to the World Bank, a meeting was requested by the World Bank to discuss the draft, present clarifications and shed the light on key areas that may need revisions. Held on June 30th 2021, the meeting was positive in providing critical needed clarifications and information that were not available to the researchers, however, the World Bank representatives referenced recently disclosed reports and soon-to-be-published documents that would include updates on the projects. 2 months later, and till the date of last update to this document, no updated data were made available through the World Bank projects portal and the most limited information available do not contain any actual updates about the project except the amounts disbursed by the “COVID-19 Emergency Response”.

Regarding the comparative country analysis, while establishing criteria for the comparative analysis was necessary, it also limited the size of data sets, sometimes leaving them too small to include. As such, Latin America, Europe and Central Asia were all excluded from the analysis as their data sets were too small, hence not allowing them to be representative for the whole region. It is not just because of the criteria, but also because some regions’ economic status allows them to go without loans when an emergency situation arises, as they do not occupy a lower income bracket like Egypt. Oftentimes, data sets were smaller because countries had later approval dates despite comparable socio-economic conditions.

Reasons for loan progress lagging or advancing vary from one country to another. Countries having other sources of funding played a factor in the disbursement rate of loans. Some countries lagged behind in the PDO indicators progress because the need for implementing certain objectives did not arise, and so not accounting for these objectives could potentially skew the data. On the other hand, accounting for them inaccurately may lead to even more progressively skewed results. Some data sets for some regions were larger than others, South Asia, for example, was significantly smaller than both East Asia/Pacific and Africa, making it less reliable. Consequently, it held less weight in the comparative analysis.

The measurement of progress through the PDO indicators in a uniform way not accounting for differences in progress within each objective, leaves us liable to having inflated or deflated representations. To combat this, it is accounted for in the further notes. Moreover, more broadly
worded PDO indicators can make recording possibly inflated “progress” possible. Lastly, the difference in frequency of implementation and status reports (ISRs), with some more recently updated than others means that some representations are more accurate than others. This dependency on project managers to update country documents accordingly is a definite limitation.
Findings

A. Access to Information

As of June 27, 2018, the “Transforming Egypt’s Healthcare Project” was approved by the World Bank with a loan amounting to 530M USD, due for a closing date in 2023. The project’s stated objectives were outlined by the World Bank as follows:

“(i) improve the quality of primary and secondary health care services,
(ii) enhance demand for health and family planning services, and
(iii) support the prevention and control of Hepatitis C.”

According to the documents available on the World Bank website, the project’s finances were mainly used to combat the ongoing spread of Hepatitis C with a national campaign screening 50 million people and treating 1,073,586 people. The project held a “contingent emergency response component” (CERC), aimed at providing emergency funding to public health crises, should the need arise. Less than two years later, on April 2nd, 2020, the World Bank published a press release announcing the activation of the CERC with an amount of 7.9M USD. Following the press release, there has been no information available online provided by the World Bank or any other institution regarding the utilization of this loan in Egypt’s COVID-19 response. Since the date of announcement in April 2020, 2 Implementation Status and Results report were published on the “Supporting Egypt’s Universal Health Insurance System” program and a Project Appraisal Document, however, none of the documents include any information about the usage of the Contingent Emergency Response Component. In accordance with the World Bank’s access to information policy, information was requested about further details of the activation of the CERC, however it was not provided. 2 months following the meeting with the World Bank representatives on June 30th 2021, no additional documents or further information were provided about the CERC.

On May 14, 2020, the “Egypt COVID-19 Emergency Response” loan was approved with a closing date in June 2022. The loan went through all stages of approval in Egypt, receiving parliamentary
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approval on 5/7/2020 (as well as from the committee)\(^6\). The loan amounts to 50M USD, the maximum amount given for COVID-19 emergency loans. The utilization of funds was clearly outlined as measurable end targets broadly listed below\(^7\):

1. Procuring and distributing medical equipment and supplies
2. Health worker training
3. Operations of specifically designated quarantine, isolation, and treatment centers
4. Mobilization of rapid response teams in contact tracing of COVID-19 cases
5. Development of contextualized messaging platforms and tools to improve public awareness of COVID prevention
6. Innovative monitoring and evaluation of social distancing strategies including community mobilization

Since the approval of the program, two implementation and status reports were published, the first on August 27, 2020\(^8\) and the second on March 8, 2021\(^9\). The later indicates in the implementation status section that “Effectiveness is expected before April 1, 2021”. Till the end of August 2021, no information about implementation was found.

The 2 published reports rated progress towards achievement and overall implementation progress as satisfactory. However, in both reports results sections, all indicators are provided null or no progress data and the amount disbursed from the loan is still marked as null. It is to be noted that the project’s closing date is June 30, 2022.

Upon inquiry to the Egypt World Bank officer, we received a reply on request to information with a reference to the documents available on the World Bank website. Subsequently, upon clarifying that the information requested was not available in the documents, we received no response. This is despite a clause in the official signed loan agreement that stipulates that all stakeholders are to be guaranteed access to information regarding the project. It is stated as a fact in the

---

\(^{6}\) The Parliament Approves World Bank Loan Worth 50M USD to Combat Corona. Youm7, August 18, 2020. https://www.youm7.com/story/2020/8/18/%D8%A7%D9%84%D8%A8%D8%B1%D9%


“Stakeholder Engagement Plan” with the World Bank stating that “equal access to information is provided to all stakeholders” as part of their “openness and life cycle approach”\textsuperscript{10}.

As mentioned earlier, a meeting was conducted between the researchers and the World Bank representatives and general clarifications about the functioning of the project were provided. It was also stipulated that full information about the status of the implementation and the targeted intervention areas will be published, however, no information were published after the meeting and till the end of August 2021.

In accordance with a clause in the loan agreement guaranteeing “Stakeholder Engagement and Information Disclosure” effective as of October 2018. The World Bank found, from the preparation phase of this project, that the government represented by the MoHP and the cabinet of ministers “are intensifying the information sharing process and the engagement with stakeholders through the various established and existing platforms”\textsuperscript{11}.

Following the presentation of key findings of an earlier version of this study at the Spring Meetings 2021 held in March 2021, the researchers received an invitation to participate in a Community Discussion online session on the CERC. Held on April 2021, this session included a presentation of the CERC and its different components. With the exception of half a dozen exceptions, participants were practically all from local MOHP administrators and reached more than 800 participants. This is a definite step in the right direction when it comes to stakeholders engagement and availability of information, however, due to the large number of the invited participants, the session was mostly a unilateral webinar with little to no discussion or interaction from the attendees. It was also quite clear that this large attendance was due to direct instructions given by the MOHP.

Although a step in the right direction, beyond the number of attendees, the representation and value of their attendance remains highly questionable. Critically important groups of stakeholders were sadly not included (including the medical syndicate for example), a very limited attendance of civil society representatives and a lecture-styled session makes more of a unilateral information session then an actual community discussion platform.

On another note, access to information provided by the MOHP remains highly controversial. Accuracy of the information provided regarding progress of the COVID pandemic in Egypt is heavily critiqued and the government’s aggressive response to any voices that do not perfectly adopt the official narrative makes this area largely defective.

\textbf{Al Husseiniya Hospital- A Case Study}

The MoHP’s facebook page is indeed sharing awareness messages almost daily to citizens and providing updates on the Minister’s visits to hospitals, continually releasing statements assuring citizens that the pandemic response is well under control\textsuperscript{12}. However, and especially in consideration of the loan agreement clause stating that the government of Egypt (GOE) must

\textsuperscript{10}World Bank, \textit{Egypt COVID-19 Emergency Response Stakeholder Engagement Plan}

\textsuperscript{11}Ibid.

provide “immediate response to an eligible crisis or emergency, as needed”, we assess the extent to which this statement stands.

A recent case that has been widely publicized in independent media (Mada Masr and The New York Times) reveals a possible counteraction to the aforementioned assertion of the World Bank that Egypt is intensifying its information sharing process\(^{13}\). The spread of a video shot in the ICU of Al-Husseiniya Hospital in the governorate of Sharqiyah showcases the death of four COVID-19 patients to what is alleged as the result of defects in medical oxygen supply. Al-Husseiniya hospital is a designated COVID-19 treatment and isolation hospital. This designation was a recent development according to a nurse that works at the hospital. She asserts that the hospital was designated a COVID-19 isolation hospital during the first wave, then subsequently removed in September, only to be added onto the list on December 25, 2019. This development, she alleges, which happened with no forewarning, left hospital workers overwhelmed with cases beyond their capacities\(^{14}\). The “Egypt COVID-19 Emergency Response Loan” was meant to support operations of designated isolation hospitals in Egypt, however, with the lack of information about the project process, it is impossible to ascertain whether the project was involved in this incident. Witnesses, medical staff, and external doctors all found that the deaths were a cause of oxygen shortage; however, the statements provided by the ministry counteracts this claim. The ministry and the governor of Sharqiyah both declared that the deaths were unrelated to oxygen shortage. This was followed by banning filming or photography of any kind inside COVID-19 medical facilities.

There are two narratives with regards to this case, publications like the New York Times (NYT) and Mada Masr allege that this demonstrates a lack of transparency on the government’s part. However, the GOE denies this, publishing the quantities of oxygen available to combat the virus, as well as many other articles. It is notable that the GOE disclosed that their death toll could be inaccurate. These discrepancies illustrate the difficult task that the World Bank has in aligning its policies within the active projects in the country. NYT, for example, points out that the arrest of doctors at the beginning of the pandemic is a challenge to the Bank; pertaining to the statement that they “would not tolerate ‘reprisals and retaliation against those who share their views about Bank-financed projects’”. In response, a spokesperson declined to comment on whether this would have a possible impact on funding to Egypt\(^{15}\). It is unclear whether this is the reason for the delay in disbursement, as parliamentary approval was granted as early as July 2020.

A clear statement cannot be made on which narrative is the more accurate one, however the existence of such discrepancies demonstrates a possible impact that it could have on the implementation of the Bank’s projects in the country.

---


\(^{14}\) Mamdouh, Video of ICU Deaths Shines Spotlight on Struggling Healthcare System amid Coronavirus Surge

B. Grievance redress mechanisms in the COVID-19 Emergency Response project

“The Borrower shall, through the MOHP, establish, publicize, maintain and operate an accessible grievance mechanism, to receive and facilitate resolution of concerns and grievances of Project-affected people, and take all measures necessary and appropriate to resolve, or facilitate the resolution of, such concerns and grievances, in a manner acceptable to the Bank.” - Extracted from the official loan agreement between the GOE and the World Bank, July 5th, 2020.16

As outlined by the World Bank representatives, the World Bank has in place a number of Grievance Redress Mechanisms about its programs. The grievance redress mechanism used for this project is an extension of the already established system put in place by the MoHP. This grievance mechanism functions through a hotline (105) that receives an estimated 40,000 calls a day. It is part of a wider GRM system entitled “Shakawy” under the auspices of the Cabinet of Ministers, meant to receive all grievances in all sectors. The hotline is not just dedicated to grievances, but also for information, queries and different areas of support. Therefore, the COVID-19 hotline is not actually a hotline dedicated to COVID-19 grievances but is integrated into a wider grievance system.

The World Bank has declared that this mechanism is meant to be the most widely used one in relation to its alternative. Additionally, the alternative outlined GRM is an extension of the GRM established for the «Transforming Egypt’s Healthcare System» project.

Data is not available about the specific hospitals or isolation facilities supported by the World Bank program, therefore, it is impossible to assess the response of the World Bank to grievances by patients in the facilities it supports. However, since the World Bank is integrating its GRM with the unified mechanism adopted by the government, we have carried out grievance trials in order to assess its capacity in addressing stakeholder grievances. This should only give an initial idea of its actual functioning and does not necessarily reflect the GRM of the World Bank.

We carried out trials over 3 days, placing calls to the grievance component of the hotline at different times of the day. Further details on each call (time and details of the responses) are attached in a table within Appendix B.

After 11 calls, 4 of which were automatically disconnected, we were finally able to reach a representative to record and register our grievance on January 13, 2021. The grievance was carried out on behalf of a stakeholder, a pregnant woman not receiving proper care at a COVID-19 ward. The hotline often looped voice messages until disconnection, and in the instances where the line rang, an automatic voice message thanked the caller and subsequently disconnected. The automated voice message often refers callers to the grievance website dedicated to receiving citizen grievances. As aforementioned, this website is part of a centralized GRM system dedicated to grievances regarding all government and non-governmental bodies, not just the health sector.

and not particular to the COVID-19 virus. Also, this grievance online portal requires the creation of an account, the submission of the personal ID of the citizen and a considerable degree of computer literacy. This naturally markedly limits the amount of people capable to go through such processes.

Back to the COVID-19 hotline, the last reported number of employees in the call center was 300 in March 2020. That means that each employee receives approximately 133 calls per day, explaining the inconsistency in response. Notwithstanding that the grievance system has various heavy traffic due to the system not being focused on grievances related to the pandemic only.

As of March 2, 2021, the grievance filed on January 13 was still processing and has been referred to the relevant governmental body identified as the health municipality in Giza. The relevant follow up form is attached under Appendix C. An update development took place following the end of the study period indicated below.

**GRM Trial Update - March 11, 2021:**

Nine days after the end of the study on March 2, 2021, and 57 days after the grievance was filed, the researchers received a call from the local health authority. The call was four minutes in duration. During which, the operator posed basic questions about the nature of the complaint, most of which were details already present in the originally filed form. The operator asked about whether the patient in question is alive or deceased, and as a follow up asked how she managed to deal with the grievance on a personal level. After reassuring the operator that the patient was alive and her pregnancy was not terminated due to the incident, despite the risk it posed. The operator responded by asking what the purpose of the complaint was and continued by asking in a sarcastic tone whether our end goal was to shut down the hospital. It was clarified that this was not the purpose of the grievance and that redress did not mean escalating a response as a form of retribution, but in the interest of improving care.

There are a few issues to highlight from this trial, most likely as a result of the traffic imposed as an implication of a widely centralized multi-sectoral complaint system. The most obvious issue is with regards to the delayed response to the initial complaint, which was a little over two months. Moreover, the nature of the follow up was not to inform the complainant of the status of the investigation or the steps taken in the GRM process. Rather, it was a preceding step to launching an investigation, posed in a light that would discourage the complainant from following through with the process it entails. The operator also asked the complainant about their desired outcome without addressing the complaint or studying it. Suggesting that the complainant wanted a retributive escalation like closing down a reputable private hospital. This was most likely an attempt to deter the complainant from following through with the grievance process.

The alternative GRM meant to be possibly implemented in the COVID-19 response project is an extension of the implemented GRM for the «Transforming Egypt’s Healthcare System» project which, according to the implementation and status report of the latter is fully established and operational. The GRM was based on the aforementioned Technical Assistance Strategy (TAS),

---

the result of which was the production of a user manual for health workers/professionals for the established protocols and steps to addressing grievances.
C. Comparative analysis of World Bank COVID-19 Loans

MENA Regional Analysis 18 19 20 21 22 23 24

Two MENA-region loans, that of Morocco and Lebanon, were not included as the COVID-19 loans response pertained to social safety nets, not the health sector. Both of these loans have not had disbursements yet. This could allow us the room to believe that Egypt does not stand as an exception in the MENA region. However, the Lebanese and Moroccan loans were both approved
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6-7 months after the Egyptian loan. This time variance makes comparison unviable, as the former can be considered to be in the pilot phase.

As shown in the chart, the Yemeni and Jordanian loans were both approved at a marginal one month before the Egyptian loan and have made palpably more progress.

Yemen could be classified as the most successful in loan progress, which is dubious given the context of ongoing armed conflict in the country causing frequent blockades, and difficulties in procurement. With no disclosed procurement plans, it is unclear how this exceptional progress was possible given how precarious the current situation is. A closer look at the ISR shows that PDO end targets were significantly smaller than any goal set by any other country. For example, they have 6 out of 8 labs designated for COVID-19 detection, and the end target for health workers trained in infection prevention and control per WHO protocol is set at only 2,000, in a country with a population of approximately 29 million. This shows that these significantly higher numbers/percentages are inflated when compared to their counterparts.

Of the MENA countries that showcase progress, Jordan has 20% progress in implementation and 30% disbursement. Notably, the Jordanian loan was approved approximately 1 month before the Egyptian loan. Two months later, another COVID-19 loan (not targeting the health sector, but social welfare) worth 350M USD was approved for Jordan. The MENA region exceptions, with seemingly better progress, are Palestine (identified as the “West Bank + Gaza” on the World Bank website) and Djibouti. The former has 50% disbursement of the loan and 100% progress, denoted by progress made in all objectives despite lack of completion. Whilst the latter, has had 52% of the loan disbursed and 57% progress in PDO implementation. Notably, these countries had significantly smaller loans than the rest of the MENA countries, both standing at 5m USD. Moreover, there is significantly larger document availability, with the former having 5 procurement plans and 2 ISRs; and the latter having 3 procurement plans and 2 ISRs. Both were approved approximately one month before the Egyptian loan. Considering the smaller loan amount, as well as the lack of other sources of funding (unlike Egypt), they are more likely to request disbursement and follow through with the loan. Djibouti, for example, only has one other source of funding, the IMF, which is not only designated for COVID-19 response but for debt relief.

Conversely, Iran has 100% disbursement but 0% progress in implementation. Given US and NATO sanctions towards Iran, it is within reason that they have requested exponential disbursement. On the other hand, Tunisia has 100% of the loan disbursed with 25% progress, the 25% account for one implemented objective which only has 3% progress. Similarly, Tunisia

---


has other sources of funding like that of the Arab Monetary Fund (AMF). The only other country in the MENA region, besides Egypt, that has relatively multilateral sources of funding is Jordan, hence the lower rate of disbursement.

With exception to Yemen, Djibouti, and Palestine, in all the MENA countries, there is an ongoing pattern of little progress in implementation when compared with non-MENA countries; even given the ones with 100% disbursement. This could be attributed to the difficulty in achieving the objectives which involve the procurement of highly coveted medical supplies during a surge in global demand. One consideration is that Jordan, Tunisia, Yemen, and Morocco have a revised SEP, which Egypt does not.

However, Egypt, given the numbers, can be considered in the minority without disbursement, as more than 85.7% of the COVID-19 MENA region loans had some amounts disbursed, if not all. This does not account for Morocco and Lebanon, as their loans are not targeted at the health sector. Moreover, if we compare Egypt with MENA countries that have had similar approval dates like Iran, Jordan, Tunisia, Yemen, Djibouti, and Palestine (1 month before or after); they have all had considerably more progress. On the other hand, the countries that Egypt can compare to with regards to status in progress are Morocco and Lebanon, both of which have respectively been approved 6-7 months later, and so less comparable with regards to loan life cycle.

From that, we can discern that on a regional level, Egypt is lagging behind with regards to loan progress, accounting for implementation and disbursement.

---
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General Global Regional Analysis

Average Disbursement and PDO Indicators Progress

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Average Disbursement %</th>
<th>Average PDO Indicators Progress %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Africa</td>
<td>69%</td>
<td>77%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Asia</td>
<td>52%</td>
<td>60%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Asia and Pacific</td>
<td>39%</td>
<td>56%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MENA</td>
<td>58%</td>
<td>44%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


The performance of the MENA region COVID-19 loans contrasts with its African counterparts (see Appendix D). The countries in the chart are those of the same income level as Egypt, and many share vastly similar socio-economic conditions. To begin with, Ghana has had 100% disbursement (with the disbursement exponentially ahead of schedule) of its initial loan, with 92% progress in its overall objectives. Most of the end targets were exceeded/fully met, with only a few unmet. Comparatively, there is a wealth of available documents including 7 procurement plans and 2 ISRs. Ghana has also requested an additional loan of 130 million USD, which has been approved. The initial loan was approved approximately only one month before the Egyptian loan.

The MENA region averages perform well in this chart; however, the MENA dataset is more skewed than the other displayed regions. The disbursement percentage is neatly in range and is
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relatively close to the median (55%). However, this sharply contrasts with the region’s ranking in regard to the PDO indicators’ progress. The MENA region is last in loan progress (in terms of PDO indicators implemented). Within the chart, East Asia and Pacific region have a lower average disbursement than the MENA region, however their dataset is much larger, and the range is wider (see Appendix F). Overall, when examining each region, the data sets are less skewed, and none of the individual countries compare with Egypt’s lack of progress within the loan (See Appendix E for South Asia).
Conclusion and Recommendations

Egypt secured extensive funding for COVID-19. The highest was a 2.772 billion USD loan. The access to these funds, many of which outline a broad criteria, could be the reason why Egypt is comparatively lagging behind in the implementation of the loan objectives. Moreover, they might have needed to make a disbursement request with other, more flexible funds at their disposal, since funds from the World Bank have to closely adhere to an outlined plan, containing several components. This is plausible especially given the fact that parliamentary approval as early as July 2020. Hence, Egypt lagging behind in the MENA comparative analysis. This is also despite the fact that the Egyptian Ministry of International Cooperation published the World Bank Project as part of its “Projects in Action”, with the project on the forefront of many other funds secured for the COVID-19 response. Moreover, there is a complete lack of information on the activation of the CERC within the “Transforming Egypt’s Healthcare” project, with no relevant valuable status and results reports or press releases beyond its activation.

The methodological difficulty in conducting this study, the lack of access to sufficient information, especially in tracking activities in relation to the Bank’s funding, is a hindrance to stakeholder engagement as a whole. Without being able to track the activities, proper identification of stakeholders for field analysis becomes malignant. It poses a hindrance to those who are affected and want to make use of a GRM system, as well as for civil society in holding Bank projects accountable to communities. Above that, the SEP was stated as a preliminary version without any further updates. The listed stakeholders within the preparation/consultation phase of the SEP were all government bodies, following an ongoing pattern identified by BIC in their 2013 report “Impact of World Bank Policy and Programs on the Built Environment in Egypt” when it comes to the bank’s stakeholder identification lacking civil body representation. Most stakeholders are representatives of higher governance institutions.

The lack of document disclosure makes it difficult for stakeholders to discern how the project is affecting their community. If stakeholders do not know how to trace the project’s activities, they will not be able to address their adversities in tangent with the GRM system in place. This is doubly compounded by the dilution of the project’s activities due to the other sources of funding, making it difficult for stakeholders to hold the World Bank accountable. No matter how well functioning the grievance system is, and no matter how many checks and balances are in place, if stakeholders are not able to identify World Bank projects, the system becomes inept. Furthermore, an added issue is the question of responsibility, when these documents are lacking, what system of checks and balances exist to ensure that country officers and project managers are clearly following through with World Bank guidelines and protocol?

An additional exacerbating factor to these limitations is the reliance on the government GRM platforms which lack operational efficiency, especially with regards to accessibility. The grievance trial carried out shows how difficult it is to file the grievance initially via telephone. The alternative route requires an extensive amount of computer literacy, barring many from utilizing this tool. Furthermore, the SEP fails to outline the ways in which the World Bank assessed these GRMs and deemed them appropriate to incorporate into the project-level GRMs.
Through the contextual study, we observe that the World Bank has historically had two approaches to their projects in Egypt, following two different development strands. While the World Bank states in their Country Partnership Framework (CPF) that long term development through institutional capacity building is their approach, this is only observed through the GRM workshops carried out in 2016. The workshops are a good example of long-term institutional building, which is a more effective development strategy as it is a better prescriptive approach to systemic inefficiencies. However, as observed in the “Transforming Egypt’s Healthcare System” project, much of the progress was targeted towards the fulfillment of objectives, instead of long term eradication. This translated into relatively successful national campaigns, that are not aimed at a long term institutional remedy. This approach is reflected in the procurement plans of the project, which are mostly garnered towards the purchase of drugs which are a one-time perishable instead of medical equipment and supplies that will serve as a long term investment. Certainly, the purchase of medical drugs in fighting viruses is of high importance, but the sole focus on their procurement offsets the balance of health reform. Additionally, with the expected shift of funding to be directed towards the emergent vaccines, it is plausible that COVID-19 response measures will take a backseat. This approach would be prescriptive to symptoms, especially since a variety of measures adopted to counter COVID-19 were generally good capacity building measures for the health sector, especially with increased training of health workers. Therefore, while the emergence of the vaccine certainly sheds light unto a new direction, neglecting measures previously mandated COVID-19 measures would be a missed opportunity in the direction of healthcare reform, especially in consideration of Egypt’s ambitious universal health care law. The World Bank’s projects in the health sector present a real opportunity aiding Egypt in steering this new direction, Egypt has promising foundational structures, despite some systemic inefficiencies.

Recommendations:

The study recommends that the World Bank reconfigures a system of checks and balances that ensures that the cycle of information sharing is an ongoing process at all levels of the project. That the different components and on-ground activities of the projects are visible to stakeholders/civil society so that they can work on better project-related issues and ensure the wellbeing of involved communities. Moreover, a further recommendation is the revision of the SEP, as well as the GRM system adopted at the project level. It is encouraged that regular assessments are made about the real effectiveness of the GRMs in place. Lastly, periodic reports disclosed on the World Bank portal, though important, need to include actual information about where program activities are beyond implemented and how accountability and community monitoring can be carried out.
## Appendix A: Covid-19 funding for Egypt

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country/Organization</th>
<th>Amount given (aid, loan, or grant)</th>
<th>Objective of funding</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IMF</td>
<td>2.772 billion USD</td>
<td>“To address the COVID-19 pandemic”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| EU                                     | 89 million euros (grant)           | Part of the amendment made to Health Sector Policy Support Program II: Combat COVID-19’s effect on the health sector through:  
- Preventive measures  
- Improving case detection  
- Establishing institutional infrastructure |
| French Development Agency              | 15 million euros (grant)           | Purchasing medical and protective equipment.                                        |
| Japan                                  | 9.5 million USD (grant)            | Support to the health sector in combating COVID-19                                    |
| United Nations Children’s Fund         | 7.74 million USD (grant)           | Providing support to the health sector for combatting COVID-19                        |
| US Agency for International Development| 3.2 million USD (grant)            | Funding the Egyptian Red Crescent in providing hygiene kits to rural areas as well as vulnerable urban demographics. Support in expanding awareness, initial fever screening, and referral services, providing psycho-social support services to healthcare workers. |
| Arab Fund for Economic and Social Development | 3.2 million USD (grant) | Providing support to the health sector for combatting COVID-19                        |
| South Korea                            | 900,000 USD (grant)                | PCR testing kits and medical masks                                                   |
| Canada (through the UNDP)              | 500,000 USD (grant)                | For the purchase, delivery and installment of equipment to diagnose COVID-19         |
| African Development Bank               | 500,000 USD (grant)                | Food supplies for informal workers affected by COVID-19                              |
Snapshot review of Two World Bank COVID-19 Health support programs in Egypt

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>N/A</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>4 shipments of preventative and medical supplies</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India</td>
<td>2 shipments of medical supplies</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Agency for International Development</td>
<td>250 Ventilators (aid)</td>
<td>To aid the response to COVID-19</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Appendix B: Grievance Trial Attempts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11/1/2020</td>
<td>9:00</td>
<td>Voice message went on loop until the line disconnected</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11/1/2020</td>
<td>9:45</td>
<td>Pressed on the line for GR 2 times, ringer went off until disconnection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11/1/2020</td>
<td>11:32</td>
<td>As soon as I pressed the line for GR the line disconnected</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11/1/2020</td>
<td>13:00</td>
<td>Voice message went on loop until the line disconnected</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12/1/2020</td>
<td>11:40</td>
<td>As soon as I pressed the line for GR the line disconnected</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12/1/2020</td>
<td>13:33</td>
<td>Pressed on the line for GR 2 times, ringer went off until disconnection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13/1/2020</td>
<td>10:16</td>
<td>The voice message looped 2 times before it rang, a man answered asked for the national ID number, full name, address, the complaint and the relation to the complainant, he sarcastically commented on the speed of relaying information then did not provide any assistance: complaint no.: 3481434</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Not accounted for:

| Number of calls disconnected | 4 |
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Appendix C: Grievance Redress Tracking
Appendix D: African Regional Analysis

![Graph showing the progress of African countries' World Bank COVID-19 loans]

- Benin: 100% Amount Disbursed, 100% PDO Indicators Progress
- Ghana: 93% Amount Disbursed, 77% PDO Indicators Progress
- Lesotho: 90% Amount Disbursed, 73% PDO Indicators Progress
- Senegal: 78% Amount Disbursed, 69% PDO Indicators Progress
- Eswatini: 100% Amount Disbursed, 45% PDO Indicators Progress
- Kenya: 35% Amount Disbursed, 41% PDO Indicators Progress
- Côte d’Ivoire: 43% Amount Disbursed, 23% PDO Indicators Progress
- Republic of Congo: 100% Amount Disbursed, 100% PDO Indicators Progress
Appendix E: South Asia Regional Analysis

South Asian Countries World Bank COVID-19 Loans' Progress

- Sri Lanka
  - Amount Disbursed: 66%
  - PDO Indicators Progress: 59%
- Bhutan
  - Amount Disbursed: 82%
  - PDO Indicators Progress: 50%
- India
  - Amount Disbursed: 50%
  - PDO Indicators Progress: 44%
- Nepal
  - Amount Disbursed: 81%
  - PDO Indicators Progress: 48%
- Bangladesh
  - Amount Disbursed: 37%
  - PDO Indicators Progress: 33%
Appendix F: East Asia and Pacific Regional Analysis

![East Asian and Pacific Countries World Bank COVID-19 Loans’ Progress](chart)

- Sao Tome and Principe: 89.60% Amount Disbursed, 76.50% PDO Indicators Progress
- Papua New Guinea: 77.00% Amount Disbursed, 70.00% PDO Indicators Progress
- Cambodia: 60.00% Amount Disbursed, 55.00% PDO Indicators Progress
- Lao PDR: 87.50% Amount Disbursed, 34.00% PDO Indicators Progress
- Myanmar: 32.00% Amount Disbursed, 23.50% PDO Indicators Progress
- Kiribati: 37.50% Amount Disbursed, 14.00% PDO Indicators Progress
- Philippines: 66.70% Amount Disbursed, 8.10% PDO Indicators Progress
- Mongolia: 57.10% Amount Disbursed, 0.30% PDO Indicators Progress
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